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Abstract— Exchange of medical information between 

different medical and diagnostic center are very much 

common presses. Watermarking is a technique to add 

ownership in that multimedia content. This help to verify 

signal integrity, prove authenticity and achieve control over 

the copy process. In medical image region of interest (ROI) 

is very critical part and any kind of distortion in that part 

cause by watermarking leads to wrong diagnostic and 

treatment of decease. There for proper selection of Region 

of Non Interest (RONI) to embed watermark is very much 

crucial. This paper provides block base detection of RONI 

in medical image and use DWT watermarking technique to 

embed watermark in detected RONI region of medical 

image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world telemedicine, medial images etc. in digital 

form are exchange between every medical centre and 

hospital. The main problem face in this communication is to 

determine that from which organization medical data has 

been sent or received. 

 The answer to this problem is Digital Image 

Watermarking. Digital Image Watermarking is a technique 

to hide data inside any image without affecting its integrity. 

This technique has three major components that is 

watermark generation, hiding watermark in image and 

detection of watermark [1]. Watermark generation is a 

process to create watermark based on the kind of 

information we need to hide. The watermark embedding 

consider in which part of image watermark can be hide and 

by which method. Detection of watermark is to detect 

watermark in image and extract the data from it. 

 However watermarking in digital image have some 

limitation, we can’t entirely watermark the medical image. 

In medical image the most important part is region of 

interest. This is the region which is studied and used for 

diagnosis purpose by doctors and then doctor determine 

diseases and provide treatment. Any distortion in this region 

of interest part may lead to wrong diagnosis of diseases. So 

we must be very careful while watermarking medical image 

such that we do not cause any distortion in Region of 

interest part of image. Hence it is wise to use area outside 

ROI part of the image. This area is called as Region of Non 

Interest [2]. 

II. MEDICAL IMAGE SECURITY 

There are strict rules about the protection of medical 

information regulation like UDS’s HIPAA and Europe’s 

EC/46 Directive are expression of such a constrain[3] 

targeting on medical information record such as patients 

examination detail, diagnosis annotation etc. we must 

protect them. All this record is call as EPR in medical terms. 

There are three major characteristics of the security of this 

EPR. Those are: 

A. Confidentiality: 

Which means that only authorize person can have access to 

this information no other can access it. 

B. Availability: 

It is an ability of information system that it can be available 

when ever desire. 

C. Reliability: 

It has two parts, a) integrity – that means only authorize 

person can modified the information. b) authenticity- it is 

proof that the information is generated by correct person and 

it belongs to correct patient. 

In medical information system this characteristic is 

maintain by five security services [4] integrity, availability, 

authentication, confidentiality, and non-repudiation. 

Availability integrity and confidentiality have same 

definition as security component. The authentication service 

is “designed to establish the validity of transmission, 

massages or originator or a means of verifying an 

individual's authorizations to receive specific categories of 

information.”[4].Non-repudiation service manages 

acknowledge of deliver and identity of sender. All above 

characteristic can be maintain by different ways. The best 

way to protect any medical information is to hide data 

within the image. That is done using watermarking 

techniques. 

 There are different kinds of watermarking 

techniques that can be used to hide data in medical images. 

We use any one of this watermarking technique to hide EPR 

in medical images. Watermarking techniques can also 

satisfied the above mention characteristics of EPR. But to do 

watermarking on any medical images one must be very 

careful because while we are hiding data in images we must 

take care that we should not destroy any important 

information in image which is used to diagnosis dieses. The 

area at which where this information which is used to 

diagnosis the dieses is call region of interest (ROI). So we 

must extra careful not to damage or destroy any ROI part of 

images. 

III. WATERMARKING IN MEDICAL IMAGES  

This section briefly revises different watermarking 

techniques used for medical image watermarking. 

The ROI part of medical images is easily detected 

by any doctor, radiologist, or medical expert [5]. But it is 

not possible for any health institute to detect ROI in every 

medical image as there are lots of images produce every 

day. Since one segmentation techniques is not suitable for 

all kind of images different techniques have been introduce 

for specific medical images. For example ROI is define by 

rectangle for MR brain images [6], polygon for CP,MR and 

US [7], logical ellipses for CT,US, X-ray and MR images 

[8], morphological operation for MR images [9] and k 

means segmentation for MR images [10]. Most of medical 

image watermarking techniques have disadvantages of 
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segmentation overhead which consider ROI and RONI. In 

addition lots of RONI part is occupied as a mark starting and 

ending pointer of ROI part of images. 

 In order to ensure minimum level of distortion in 

ROI a perceptual-content adaptive embedding approach was 

consider [11]. 

 To fulfil the strict medical image security rules two 

method have been commonly use (1) lossless compression 

of ROI [12] (2) reversible embedding [7]. Reversible 

embedding has more advantage over ROI compression 

because of less distortion in ROI part of image. 

 Reversible embedding creates invertible distortion 

in image which is easily restored. Many reversible 

embedding schemes have been introduce since Barton 

Patent [13] in 1997. 

 Whereas RONI based reversible method for MR 

images provide constant reliability protection of image. 

However morphology operations are not suitable for all 

medical images segmentation. Another reversible 

embedding method is introduce which hide data in high 

frequency wavelet coefficient and offers more capacity and 

less distortion in image quality [14]. 

 However above all the method they have image 

content dependent capacity problem. Thus every method 

required to check if there is enough capacity in image to 

hide data. There for same amount of data take different time 

and have different distortion level in different category 

medical image for different method. In next section we 

introduce generalize watermarking method for medical 

image. 

IV. PROPASED METHOD 

 

Fig. 1: Embedding watermark flow-chart of the proposed 

scheme 

In our proposed method we first separate the ROI and RONI 

part of medical image and then watermark RONI part of 

medical image using DWT watermarking technique. The 

output image is desired watermarked image with data 

hidden inside RONI part of medical image without 

destroying any information in ROI part of image. 

For extracting information from watermarked 

image we follow same steps as we do for embedding 

watermark except watermarking RONI part of image we do 

reverse watermarking on image. 

 
Fig. 2: Extracting watermark flow-chart of the proposed 

scheme 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS  

Following show one input medical image and watermark. 

Next there is detection of ROI and RONI part of image. And 

last image is watermarked medical image. 

 
Fig. 3: original medical image 
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Fig. 4: Watermark 

 

Fig. 5: ROI and RONI part of image 

 

Fig. 6: Watermarked image 

As we can see in image we can effectively differentiate ROI 

and RONI part of medical image. We can see that there is 

almost no different between original image and watermark 

image. In bellow table we provide different category of 

medical images and its PSNR value after watermarking. 

Medical 

image 

category 

X-

Ray 
Ultrasound 

DSA 

image 
MRI 

CT 

scan 

PSNR 53.89 55.60 54.02 55.13 57.15 

Table 1: PSNR value of different medical image 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From the above result we can see that proposed method is 

very effective to detect ROI and RONI part of medical 

image of all types and hide data in RONI part of medical 

image without destroying any kind of important information 

in ROI part of image. For future we try to achieve higher 

PSNR value of watermarked image and also try to include 

other medical image category which is not listed in table. 
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